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1. Introduction

From Rwanda’s vehement opposition to the creation of the ICTR in 1994, through to the first 11bis transfer to Rwandan courts in April 2012, the relationship between Rwanda and the ICTR has oscillated between effective collaboration, and active hostility. The management of this relationship has been one of the most pervasive challenges in the work of the Tribunal.

The starting point of this relationship was the absolute ‘primacy’ attributed to the ICTR over Rwandan national courts. Initially, given the Tribunal’s focus on securing the arrest or surrender of suspects, the ICTR aggressively asserted this primacy to ensure those deemed ‘most responsible’ were delivered up to the UNDF. Once trials began, focus shifted to maintaining the flow of witnesses from Rwanda, without which the trials could not progress. The 1999 Appeals Chamber decision quashing the charges against Barayagwiza prompted the suspension of all cooperation from Rwanda. The suggestion that the ICTR should try alleged perpetrators from within the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) was met with an absolute insistence from the Rwandan regime that this be left to Rwandan domestic courts. Given the ability of the Rwandan authorities to effectively hold the ICTR hostage by suspending the flow of witnesses and evidence, the effectiveness of asserting absolute primacy began to wane. However, capitulating to Rwanda’s demands exposed the Tribunal to criticism of failing to fulfill its mandate, and dispensing victor’s justice.

No international criminal court will be free from the politically sensitive task of securing cooperation with the state in which the crimes occurred. As the ICC has quickly learnt, lack of state cooperation can be fatal to prosecuting cases. The evolution of the relationship between the ICTR and Rwanda over the course of two decades will be a fertile ground for precedent as to how a relationship between the court and the subject state can be effectively managed.

2. The Attribution of Primacy to the ICTR

From its inception, it was apparent that the ICTR was not the only court with jurisdiction to try those suspected of orchestrating or participating in the 1994 Rwandan genocide. Notably, the ICTR would exercise concurrent jurisdiction with domestic Rwandan courts. Because of the perceived inability of Rwanda to conduct trials, and the ICTR’s extended mandate to restore and maintain peace and stability
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in the region, it was vested with what was termed ‘primacy’ over domestic proceedings. The ICTR Statute provides that ‘[a]t any stage of the procedure, the International Tribunal may formally request national courts to defer to [its] competence’. As was later held by the Appeals Chamber, to allow concurrent jurisdiction without granting primacy to the Tribunals would, in effect, permit an accused to select his forum of choice:

[W]hen an international tribunal such as the present one is created, it must be endowed with primacy over national courts. Otherwise, human nature being what it is, there would be a perennial danger of international crimes being characterized as ‘ordinary crimes’... or proceedings being ‘designed to shield an accused’, or cases not being diligently prosecuted.

As such, any conflict between the ICTR and Rwandan national courts appeared to have been resolved in favour of the Tribunal.

3. The Evolution of Primacy

3.1 Asserting Absolute Primacy: Surrender and Transfer of the Accused

One of the first tasks of the ICTR was to physically get its hands on the accused spread throughout Africa, Europe and North America, and to ensure that their trials took place at the seat of the ICTR in Arusha, and not in national courts. In these initial stages, the Tribunal aggressively asserted its absolute primacy, taking cases from national courts, issuing requests for deferral, and halting national investigations into potential accused. Cameroon, Kenya, Tanzania, South Africa, Zambia, the
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Democratic Republic of Congo, Benin, Angola, Mali and Togo willingly arrested and handed over indictees following the issuance of arrest warrants. France, Switzerland, Belgium, and the United Kingdom also transferred accused without seeking to try them in national courts. One state unwilling to accept the ICTR’s primacy, however, was Rwanda itself.

Significantly, the Rwandan government had been the only country to cast its vote against Security Council Resolution 955 establishing the ICTR. Rwanda’s representative to the UN expressed the new government’s litany of complaints against the proposed ICTR, including its opposition to a maximum sentence of life imprisonment, rather than the death penalty. It was accordingly only a matter of time before the ICTR and the Rwandan government sought custody of the same suspect.

In 1996, Rwandan officials learnt that the alleged ‘mastermind’ of the genocide, Colonel Théoneste Bagosora, had been arrested in Cameroon following the issuance
of a Belgian arrest warrant.\footnote{P. J. Magnarella, ‘Judicial Responses to Genocide: the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and Rwandan Genocide Courts’, (1997) 1(1) Af. Stud. Q., 17.} The Belgian government’s interest in Colonel Bagosora stemmed from his alleged involvement in the killing of 10 Belgian peacekeepers in Camp Kigali on 7 April 1994. The Rwandan government filed an extradition request with the Cameroon authorities to have Bagosora returned to Kigali. At the same time, ICTR Prosecutor, Richard Goldstone filed a competing request to have Bagosora sent to the ICTR.\footnote{T. Cruvellier, Court of No Remorse: Inside the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (2006), 12.}

The Rwandan prosecutors, however, were unwilling to concede. There were undoubtedly certain advantages for accused in appearing before the ICTR including more favourable prison conditions, various fair trial rights guarantees (including the assignment of defence counsel), and the lack of the death penalty. The Rwandan government claimed that these ‘lenient’ conditions were ‘not conducive to national reconciliation in Rwanda.’\footnote{UN Doc. S/PV.3453, Speech to the Security Council by Rwandan Ambassador Bakuramutsa, 8 November 1994, at 16.}

Moreover, the Rwandan prosecutors were already faced with a task of unimaginable scale given their claim that approximately 90,000 cases had arisen out of the genocide.\footnote{M. H. Morris, ‘The Trials of Concurrent Jurisdiction: The Case of Rwanda’ (1997) Duke J. Comp. & Int’l L. 349 at 357.} Many of these cases would have to be settled by way of the gacaca hearings and plea-bargains. As such, it was important for the national courts to try some high-profile accused, to avoid a perception among survivors that perpetrators weren’t being adequately punished, particularly when assessed against the scale and brutality of the crimes. In describing a ‘very tense’ meeting with the Rwandan officials concerning Colonel Bagosora, Prosecutor Goldstone recounted that:\footnote{V. Peskin, International Justice in Rwanda and the Balkans: Virtual Trials and the Struggle for State Cooperation, (2008), 173.}

> I think they realized that I wasn’t just threatening, that I meant it when I said that I preferred to suggest closing down the tribunal than to defer a major criminal involved in the genocide.

In deference to the ICTR’s primacy, Belgium dropped its extradition request, and in 1997 the Cameroonian authorities transferred Bagosora to Arusha to stand trial; the ICTR’s jurisdictional supremacy winning the day.

The next tug-of-war over Froduald Karamira was to have a different outcome. The former head of the MDR party, Karamira was alleged to have given a famous speech in October 1993 coining the term ‘Hutu power’. After his arrest in Mumbai, India
with the cooperation of the Rwandan government, he was in the course of being extradited to Rwanda when he escaped during a stopover in Addis Ababa. At this point, the ICTR Prosecutor Richard Goldstone asked the Ethiopian government to detain him on behalf of the ICTR. Karamira’s lawyer then filed an asylum claim in Ethiopia, and asserted the ICTR’s primacy as the basis to block his transfer back to Rwanda.

Having just seen Bagosora slip through their grasp, the Rwandan authorities took a much tougher stance. The Rwandan Attorney-General, Gerard Gahima, was immediately dispatched to Addis Ababa, telling the press that: ‘we are the ones spending our time and money to catch these people, the Tribunal steps onto the scene to take them. It is unacceptable.’ For the first time, but certainly not for the last, the Rwandan government threatened to stop cooperating with the ICTR unless Karamira was transferred back to Kigali.

Goldstone capitulated, allowing Karamira to continue on his journey back to Rwanda, despite his ability to assert the absolute primacy afforded by the ICTR’s Statute. Rwanda’s non-cooperation was too great a risk to the fledgling Tribunal. Karamira’s trial before the Rwandan domestic courts was brief. He was convicted and sentenced to death, and was publicly executed by a firing squad in Nyamirambo Stadium a year later. Even at this early stage, the ICTR’s primacy was being actively compromised by Rwanda’s ability to turn off the tap to all-important witnesses and evidence.

3.2 Compromising Primacy: Access to Witnesses and Evidence

Following their surrender, the accused were then incarcerated in the United Nations Detention Facility in Arusha to start the long process of waiting for trials to begin. In the interim, both prosecutors and defence counsel attempted to secure evidence and witnesses to build or combat the case against the various accused. However, problems were encountered which had the potential to be debilitating for the ICTR’s progress.

Having succeeded Goldstone, the ICTR Prosecutor Carla del Ponte decided to investigate not only those suspected of committing crimes on the side Forces Armée
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and 1994 Interim Government, but also to try members of the invading RPF. Following the genocide, it was the RPF who had gained control of the country and formed Rwanda’s new government. General Paul Kagame, who orchestrated and led the RPF’s 1994 operation, became President of Rwanda in March 2000.

Investigating the RPF was a risk, particularly given that Rwandan Government’s reaction to a previous adverse decision. On 3 November 1999, the Appeals Chamber granted an appeal by Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, accepting that there had been a violation of his procedural rights on account of his illegal pre-trial arrest and detention. As a result, the Appeals Chamber quashed the charges against him and ordered his release ‘without prejudice’, meaning he could not subsequently be tried for the same acts. Barayagwiza had been charged with genocide, incitement, and crimes against humanity for his role as a founder and senior administrative official of Radio RTLM, and for allegedly having directed members of his CDR party to kill Tutsis in the Gisenyi préfecture.

The Rwandan government denounced the decision, and announced that it was suspending cooperation with the ICTR unless the decision was reversed. In defiance of the Appeals Chamber decision, it also filed an international arrest warrant, and requested that Tanzania extradite Barayagwiza for trial in Rwandan national courts in the event that he was released into Tanzania. It blocked access to the Prosecutor, refusing her request for a visa to enter Rwanda. Most significantly, it refused to issue visas to witnesses who were intending to testify in the proceedings before the ICTR.

Without the cooperation of Rwanda in providing access to witnesses and evidence, the ICTR’s trials stalled. The Tribunal’s President, Judge Navi Pillay was open in her frustration:

\[\text{[t]he Rwandan Government’s failure to issue travel documents in a timely manner to facilitate the appearance of witnesses}\]
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before the international tribunal has resulted in the unavailability of witnesses and consequently the postponement of three trials.

Only a reversal of the Appeals Chamber decision\(^{40}\) led to Rwanda’s renewed cooperation. While the Appeals Chamber was at pains to note that Rwanda’s pledge not to cooperate with the ICTR had no bearing on its decision, some viewed this assertion as unconvincing.\(^{41}\)

Against this background, any attempt to instigate proceedings against members of President Kagame’s RPF was going to be difficult. Although appearing initially willing to cooperate,\(^{42}\) the Rwandan government blocked investigative efforts,\(^{43}\) and claimed to be pursuing any RPF perpetrators through the Rwandan national courts. Rwanda’s Permanent Representative to the ICTR wrote in 2002 that:\(^{44}\)

> it would be best if the ICTR... would leave the cases of the RPA to national courts in the same way that suspected civilian perpetrators who are in custody in Rwanda have been left to national courts.

Only after the ICTR President reported Rwanda’s non-cooperation to the Security Council,\(^{45}\) and only after the Rwandan government began to (incorrectly) report that ICTR’s investigations into the RPF had ended, was access to witnesses and evidence in the ICTR trials again made available.\(^{46}\) The evidence of RPF crimes remained in Kigali, and out of the Prosecutor’s reach.

Eventually, the impasse was broken by an offer from the Rwandan government to share information concerning national prosecutions of RPF troops, if Prosecutor Del
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Ponte would share her evidence relating to RPF massacres. Notably, this proposal provided that the Rwandan courts would have the first opportunity to prosecute these cases. The proposed agreement read:\textsuperscript{47}

[t]he [Office of the Prosecutor] will not seek an indictment or otherwise bring a case before the ICTR unless it is determined that the [Rwandan government] investigation or prosecution was not genuine.

Del Ponte refused, unwilling to compromise the ICTR’s primacy and defer to national prosecutions. Within months, she was removed from her post, and replaced by Gambian Judge, Hussan Bubacar Jallow.\textsuperscript{48} Del Ponte is on record linking her removal to her investigations into the RPF.\textsuperscript{49} Prosecutor Jallow’s decision to allow the Rwandan courts to assert jurisdiction over alleged identified RPF suspects,\textsuperscript{50} represented a clear retreat from the absolute primacy which had dictated the ICTR’s relationships with national courts in its early years. However, the flow of witnesses and evidence from Rwanda was restored, and trials were able to continue.

The ICTR was accordingly exposed to criticism of being a true victor’s court. The censure leveled at the Tribunal as a result of its perceived abandonment of the victims of RPF crimes was intense.\textsuperscript{51} Touted as constituting a return to the Nuremberg paradigm of victor’s justice,\textsuperscript{52} the failure of the ICTR to prosecute both sides of the conflict was seen as a major stumbling block to the Tribunal’s legitimacy
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and legacy, and also as fostering the cycle of impunity which the ICTR claimed to be breaking. A different approach was needed. Where absolute primacy, or primacy ‘proper’ had failed, perhaps a diluted version could succeed.

3.3 The Retreat of Primacy: Transfer of Cases to National Courts

Several years into the operation of the ad hoc tribunals, UN member states started to experience ‘tribunal fatigue’. The widely perceived inefficiency and length of proceedings, and the amount of resources absorbed by the Tribunals in proportion to their geographical focus, led to a concerted push to bring the Tribunals to a close. Devised by Judges, and endorsed by the Security Council, a ‘completion strategy’ was established which required the completion of all trials within a proscribed timeframe. The ‘transfer of cases involving lower and intermediate accused to competent national jurisdictions’ was an integral part of this completion strategy, and Rule 11bis was enacted for this purpose.

In mid-2006, Prosecutor Jallow told the Security Council that ‘Rwanda continues to be our major focus for referral of cases of indictees for trial.’ However in 2008, three separate Trial Chambers of the ICTR refused requests for transfer ICTR accused Munyakazi, Kanyarukiga and Hategekimana for prosecution before the Rwandan High Court, on the basis that transferees to the Rwandan national courts could not be guaranteed a fair trial.

Upheld by the Appeals Chamber, these decisions were grounded in an acceptance that the majority of defence witnesses would reside outside Rwanda, and the fears
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expressed by the Rwandan diaspora of intimidation, threats or arrest should they return to Kigali to testify were genuine. Accordingly, an accused would not be able to exercise his right to obtain the attendance of, and examine his witnesses under the same conditions as witnesses called by the prosecution. This problem had no legislative remedy. It was difficult to see how transfers to Rwandan courts could ever succeed, given the complex historical issues at play.

This all changed in April 2012, when former Pentecostal pastor Jean Uwinkindi was transferred for trial before the Rwandan High Court. In opposing transfer, Uwinkindi filed affidavits from 49 of his identified witnesses, each stating that they would be unwilling to testify should Uwinkindi be transferred to Rwanda, due to their fears of being threatened, harassed, jailed or killed, particularly in light of the failure of Rwanda to establish an operational or effective witness protection program for defence witnesses.60

The Trial Chamber found that the witness’ fears were premature; 61 that the immunities and protections provided to witnesses in the newly-enacted Transfer Law were impossible to evaluate in the abstract; and as such ‘the relevant Rwandan laws must be given a chance to operate before being held to be defective.’62

Transfers to Rwanda illustrated a deliberate rollback of the ICTR’s primacy in favour of domestic Rwandan prosecutions. From the tense stand-off over Bagosora and Karamira, a relationship of complementarity developed which appeared to be mutually beneficial. The 11bis transfers also seemed to herald a semi-permanent truce between Rwanda and the ICTR. This truce, however, was not of long duration.

2.4 Undermining Primacy: Reactions to acquittals, and the attempted re-trial of acquitted persons

Each of the acquittals handed down by the ICTR have been met with outrage by the Rwandan authorities.63 In February 2013, the Rwandan Prosecutor-General criticised
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the acquittal Mugenzi and Mugiraneza, two members of the 1994 Interim Government, claiming that either the Trial Chamber or Appeals Chamber must have been ‘completely incompetent’ to have a divergence of opinions. He stated:\textsuperscript{64}

The most recent decisions of the Appeals Chamber have tended to adopt simplistic treatment of facts and are creating a trend of exonerating political leadership from responsibility in the Genocide.\textsuperscript{65}

Statements of this kind are not merely rhetoric; they have practical consequences for those acquitted by the Tribunal. Emmanuel Bagambiki was acquitted of all charges at both the trial and appellate level at the ICTR. After the ICTR Appeals Chamber confirmed his acquittal on 8 February 2006,\textsuperscript{66} Rwanda’s Permanent Representative to the ICTR stated that: \textsuperscript{67}

\begin{quote}
[j]t is an unforgivable act to release Bagambiki, and those who did it will forever be haunted by that decision.
\end{quote}

Rwanda then announced its intention to prosecute Bagambiki for rape, which had was not one of the crimes for which he had been tried at the ICTR. Rwanda claimed the ICTR’s decision not to include rape in the indictment must have been a result of ‘poor investigation.’ \textsuperscript{68} On 10 March 2006, the ICTR was presented with an international arrest warrant against Bagambiki,\textsuperscript{69} and when extradition was not forthcoming, he was sentenced to life imprisonment \textit{in absentia} in the Court of First Instance of Ruzizi, on 10 October 2007, for rape and incitement to commit rape.\textsuperscript{70}
Bagambiki’s *in absentia* conviction set an alarming precedent for other acquitted persons. Seven years later, the Rwandan Minister of Justice Tharcisse Karugarama told the ICTR Registrar in February 2013 that those acquitted by the ICTR and those who have served their sentences and have ‘nothing to fear in Rwanda’ and ‘will not be tried again’. The statement has failed to assuage the fears of acquitted persons, none of whom have agreed to return.

More recent statements from the Rwandan Prosecutor General’s office have adopted a conciliatory tone, with Prosecutor General Muhumuza stating in November 2014 that although some suspects believed to be key perpetrators in the genocide were freed by the ICTR Appeals Chamber, ‘while we can criticise and disagree with the decisions, we must respect the decisions of the court.’ This represents a marked shift in Rwanda’s approach towards the legitimacy of the ICTR’s judgments.

However, even in the final days of the ICTR’s operation, a dispute arose over the location of its archives. Security Council Resolution 1966 (2010) provided that the archives remained the property of the UN, with their management being entrusted to the MICT, the mechanism responsible for carrying out the ICTR’s residual functions. This decision was met with opposition in Rwanda. President Kagame, speaking at the 18th commemoration of the genocide at Amahoro Stadium in Kigali, stated:

> I wish to point out that the history of a people belongs primarily to them and although many of our people perished in the genocide, it is still our history. The aftermath of the genocide, whether it is in evidence given in court, judgements delivered by those courts, or a new country that emerged after it, these are ours…

The archives were ultimately handed over to the MICT, leading to discord between the ICTR and Rwanda even in the Tribunal’s final days.
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3. Conclusion

Managing the relationship between the ICTR and Rwanda has required striking a balance between a regime determined to seek retribution for crimes of unimaginable horror committed on an unimaginable scale, and an international tribunal searching for the truth of the events in question while acting within immovable legal and procedural constraints.

There is much to learn from the way in which differences were managed over the course of two decades. Perhaps most significantly, the relationship between Rwanda and the ICTR demonstrated the unsustainability of a situation where the state in question can unilaterally stop the flow of evidence and witnesses. Agreements must be negotiated and put in place so that access to physical evidence, investigatory rights, and the flow of witnesses and other evidence is not linked to the exercise of prosecutorial or judicial discretion.

Also essential is an unambiguous statement on jurisdiction; namely who will have primacy over accused falling within the jurisdiction of both the domestic and international courts. If transfer of accused to national courts is anticipated as an aspect of an international court’s work, this should be addressed through capacity building and ensuring national courts have the ability to conduct fair trials, rather than as a mid-stream correction.

While it is important not to minimise the significant challenges which arose out of the interaction between the ICTR and Rwanda, the successful completion of the ICTR’s mandate would not have been possible without some measure of success on behalf of those involved in ensuring that impasses were eventually broken and the trials could always continue. Whether the compromises struck will have a lasting effect on the Tribunal’s legacy will be a question for future generations to consider.